Before use, refer to User’s Instructions, P/N 03521015, for detailed System instructions and information.

**WARNING:** NEVER MOUNT A FILTER COVER CAP ON A MAXAIR HELMET UNTIL A FULLY FUNCTIONAL FILTER CARTRIDGE IS SECURELY IN PLACE ON THE HELMET.

**NOTE:** The back T-Tab latch (a) provides the rear mounting connection, and the two side rivets (b) and front mounting hole (c) provide the mounting guides between the Filter Cover Cap and the Helmet.

1. Hold the Helmet, with Helmet Liner and Filter Cartridge installed, upright by its rear underside with one hand, and place the FCC over the front edge of the Helmet (A, a). Insert the Helmet mounting post through the FCC mounting hole (A, b). Pull the FCC over and down the back of the helmet (A, follow curved arrow c). The side rivets should automatically slide over the Helmet side alignment snaps (A, curved arrow d).

2. Lock the Filter Cover Cap in place by sliding it downward with your thumbs (B, a, follow down arrows) over the rear of the Helmet, secure the back T-Tab latch over the lower rear Helmet Snap (B, b).

**NOTE:** You will hear a “click” from the Back Latch locking onto the Helmet Snap.

With the Helmet Liner, Filter Cartridge, and Filter Cover Cap assembled on the Helmet, the CAPR System is ready to be connected to the Battery and DLC Face Seal.